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The concept of Idiosyncratic Expression shows the special
characteristic that distinguishes the writer's style or way of speaking
or expressing his ideas. In dealing with style and particularly the
way of expressing the ideas of the person, one has directly or
indirectly shown his true . personality. Idiosyncratic Expression
starts from using the language in expressing any idea the person
wants to elucidate. The style involves the way or method of
explaining a thought to others. In order to communicate with others,
language is usually the most appropriate tool of communication
such as the gestures, facial expression and any other movement. Yet
language remains the superior one. In order to differentiate this
writer from that one, we try to elucidate Idiosyncrasy which usually
expresses a special type or characteristic of writing.
Idiosyncratic expression starts from explaining a dream or
stating a dream. The way of stating a dream to others is a beginning
of idiosyncrasy. Then . we move to stylisticians who state that the
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stylistic analysis expresses the writer's personality. The display of
different stylisticians supports the idea of idiosyncrasy , because we
need more scholarship and more intelligent scholarship, centered on
the main problem which arise in the study of literature both as an
art and as an expression of culture .
In order to start the explanation of the topic, we start with
Freud's understanding of dreams.
Dreams usually provide the

main way to the unconscious.

A dream consists of two things: the "late content" that is the raw
material of the dream itself and the "manifest content" which we
remember of the dream after we wake up. Freud insisted that what a
person interested in the dream was the way the chaotic raw material
was transformed into a coherent piece of event or events.(1)
If we try to observe Freud's insights into modern criticism, we
notice the majority of critics maintain binary divisions in the
concept of "style"' such as "form and content" "matter and style"
"deep structure and surface structure" and so on.(2)
Most of the approaches to stylistic analysis are indebted to
Freud's work on dreams and the unconscious despite the elaborate
terminology of the critics.
Different stylisticians talk about stylistic analysis as reflecting
the personality or the mind of the author. This is a statement of
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Buffon's famous saying that says "style is the man himself'(3)
Buffon's statement means that "style is peculiarly expressive of an
artist's individuality and so may provide an access to his inner life.(4)
The writer's individuality is expressed

by the writer's

language. The term "language" is too broad, but stylisticians have
reduced it to mean only vocabulary, syntax and images. More often
finding the irregularities in the vocabulary or syntax has become
important in the stylistic analysis. J. Middleton Murry calls this
irregularity "idiosyncrasy"(5), other critics call it a "deviation from
the norm." Recently Halliday uses the term "prominence" to refer to
a linguistic feature of the text which attracts attention to itself. In
spite of the differences in the different interpretations, all of them
refer to the same concept: that is the study of a writer's peculiar
choice of words or his individual vocabulary that reflects his mind
and personality or his view. In other words, the irregularity reflects
those suppressed features of the psyche or personality that surface
from the deep which reflects the man behind the words.
Murry states "the style means the personal idiosyncrasy
of expression

by

which we recognize a writer."(6) It is very

difficult to identify an obscure writer

through his idiosyncratic

expression because according to Murry a writer's vision is unique in
the way he expresses himself and this vision finds the way out of the
writer. Idiosyncratic expressions lead us, in fact, to the writer's inner
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psyche or to his inner recesses of his mind that he does not
ordinarily expose. Writers very often assume a style either for such
purposes as humour or exaggeration, or for mere variation to break
the monotony of a certain pattern. Accordingly, Murry is interested
in the impression of the writer's style to be consistent.
Irregular or aberrant expressions occupy an importance in
some philologists such as Leo Spitzer where the stylistic analysis
and etymology lead to one root. The analysis of style starts usually
from noting a deviant expression which points to the writer's
"creative principle". The mind or personality confirms the original
thesis. The method has been called the "philological circle" which is
based on solid and comprehensive knowledge of philology. It is
circular because the hunt journey starts from the periphery of the
text to its center and then to periphery. This circularity of the
method arises from taking insights about an author's mind or
personality based on certain deviant expression and trying to find
other data from the text to support the first insight. Other
stylisticians did not conform to the same training or did not enjoy
Spitzers explanation. In fact, Spitzer's method to style assumes that
there is a correlation between a writer's mind or it is called the
"creative energy"(8). The essence corresponds to the latent content of
a dream. When the essence is expressed as a coherent whole, certain
details creep out of his mind into the words he chooses. Even when
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he tries to erase any marks related to that essence some traces or
marks appear out of his psyche and come to the surface. These
marks manifest the dream . Thus, the stylistician and the
psychoanalyst are able to detect the inner recesses or bents of the
unconscious of any deviation in the psyche or the creative writer.
This approach eventually becomes a hunt for understanding
certain aspects of a writer's genius or creative impulse to his deviant
expressions.
In order to support the point which elevates the languages used
in prose and poetry : the prose language is usually ordinary whereas
the language of poetry is vital in its twisted expressions. This is
another feature of the idiosyncratic expression which familiarizes or
defamiliarizes this genre from the other, in showing particular
characteristics of each author. Shelley and the members of Prague
circle are similar in giving certain elements in poetry not found in
prose. The Prague Linguistic Circle was organized in 1926. Its
members replaced the term '"formalism" with "structuralism" and
they combined the formalistic approach with sociological and
ideological methods.(9) Likewise Mukarovsky does not deal with
poets but with poems. He is interested in how a poet foregrounds
certain elements of the poetic text, because how includes the text. In
such understanding Mukaravsky is similar to Shelley.(10) According
to Shelley prose is ordinary whereas poetry defamiliarizes the
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ordinary language. The strangeness which we see in Shelley is
similar to the foregrounding of Mukaravsky. Shelley is interested in
elevating the status of the poet and thus he endows him with the
power of visualizing language through his unfamiliar expressions
and usages. Mukaravsky is also concerned to show that poetry is
different from non poetry.
Finally, the most systematic and detailed treatment of the
notion of idiosyncratic expression is presented by M. A. K.
Halliday. He uses the term "prominence" to refer to the general
name for phenomenon of linguistic highlights. According to him
there are two types of prominences which refer to a departure from
the norm or the idiosyncratic expression which deviates from
expected pattern of frequency."(11) The first type of prominence to
Halliday, is of very rare in literature. The second type is a positive
one. Halliday is linking his discussion of the concept of norm with
the functional theory of language which he defines as a "reference
to the notion that language plays a certain part in our lives that is
required to serve certain universal types of demand(12) The
universality in literature is applicable when a topic is treated in a
country and the same topic can be applied or treated in any other
country of the world. Naturally, the language is used to convey the
universal topic or demand. The selection of words and the choice of
the topic express certain limitations which show the idiosyncrasy. In
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order to test, his theory of how language plays a certain part in our
lives, Halliday chooses three passages from William Golding's The
Inheritors. The novel dealt with two tribes: pre history tribe and new
people tribe respectively. Both are primitive and belong to the old
age of man. But the first one is more primitive not only in the
activity of man but in the use of language. Halliday proceeds to give
a description of the formal features of the novel to arrive finally at
their interpretations. He finds people of the first tribe use a lot of
intransitive verbs because the people lack the power of making
things happen or changing things. They are unable to change
anything . The other tribe (second tribe) has more control, they are
able to change things and thus their language reveals more transitive
verbs. The use of transitivity in the novel is a state of mind.
Language and mind are interrelated and each one reveals the other.
They are one thing. One cannot exist without the other. "The mind
expresses itself through its use of the language."(13) Although many
critics have disputed with Halliday yet it is interesting to present
Halliday's idea of stylistic analysis that there should be a motivated
importance which works from a semantic choice and evolves into a
syntactic choice.
In other words, the writer's theme imposes certain limitations
and endows him with choices that shape his style. According to
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Halliday, the writer's vision expresses itself in certain syntactic
choices such as transitive /intransitive verbs or functions.
The syntactic structure of Halliday shows great similarity to
Freud's "manifest content" of a dream. The "latent content" and the
"vision" of the writer are both hidden from us. We have no access to
them, but one access to them is the use of the writer's language
through his semantic choices. For Freud , the dream work uncovers
the latent content whereas lor Halliday, syntactic analysis reveals
the vision through the syntactic choices in the text. Some other
people have replaced the term of the "writer's vision" by "creative
principle" or by the "deep structure".
To sum up, all the previous reorientation of the interpretations
of the stylistic analysis concerning the idiosyncratic expression
actually present an elaboration of fundamental views by different
people of interests such as a critic, psychoanalyst and a linguist.
These people are concerned with language and literature . Since
language and literature are interrelated with each other, it is
interesting to deal with idiosyncrasy using the language which is
considered the superior filter of expressing one's ideas and views
through his style and selection of words. Idiosyncratic expression
appears to be the special trend of his mind and personality.
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ملخص

خصوصية التعبري
 حتليل أسلوبي -أ .د .سليمان يوسف عبذ

(*)

ذُطهك خصٕصٛح انرعثٛر عٍ اصرخذاو انكاذة ٞصهٕتّ ف ٙانرعثٛر
عٍ أفكارِٔ .اٌ اٞصهٕب ٚعثر عٍ شخصٛح انكاذة تطرٚمح يثاشرج أٔ غٛر
يثاشرجٚٔ .عرثر اصرخذاو انهغح انطرٚمح أٞنٗ نهرٕضٛخ عٍ اٞفكار نٝخر .ٍٚفٙ
انذمٛمح ُْان طرلا ً أخرٖ نهرعثٛر نكٍ ذثمٗ انهغح ْ ٙاٞفضم .اٌ ذعثٛر انشخص
ف ٙشرح اٞدالو ْٕ دالنح عهٗ شخصٛح انًركهى ٔتًا اٌ اٞدالو ذشكم انًصذر
انرئٛش نالٔاع ٙإر ٚركٌٕ يٍ "انًذرٕٖ اٞخٛر" ٔ "يذرٕٖ انذهى انعاو" ٔاٌ انُمذ
انذذٚث ٚركز عهٗ يادج انذهى انخاو غٛر انًرذثح ٔكٛفٛح ذذٕل يشاْذ انذهى إنٗ
شكم لطعح أدتٛح يرًاصكح .فأٌ انشكم ٔانًضًٌٕ ٔانثُاء انعًٛك يٍ انضذم ٚركز
اٌ عهٗ انرذهٛم اٞصهٕت ٙف ٙعكش شخصٛح انكاذة ٔاٌ كثٛر يٍ اٞصهٕتٍٛٛ
ٔانُاس انًٓرً ٍٛتاٞصهٕب ٚؤيٌُٕ تاٌ "اٞصهٕب ْٕ انشخص" كًا جاء
عهٗ نضاٌ تٕف.ٍٛ

(*) أصرار يضاعذ – لضى انهغح االَكهٛزٚح – كهٛح اٜداب  /جايعح انًٕصم.
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اٌ اصرخذاو انهغح ف ٙيجانٓا انعاو غٛر يطهٕب ف ٙإعطاء "انخصٕصٛح"
انًعُٗ انصذٛخ ٔنكٍ انشٕار ٔانثُاء انهغٕ٘ ٔانصٕر انرٚ ٙعثر تٓا كاذثٓا ْ ٙيا
ٚضًٗ "تانخصٕصٛح"ٔ .اٌ اخرهف انكراب ترضًٛح ِ رِ انطرق انغرٚثح ٔغٛر انًرفك
عهٓٛا فاٌ دراصح اصرخذاو انكاذة نٟصهٕب ْ ٙاَعكاس نشخصٛرّ ٔرأ ّٚكًا ْٙ
ذعكش شخصٛرّ يٍ انذاخم ٔانر ٙذشكم خصٕصٛرّ ٔاٌ نكم كاذة خصٕصٛرّ
بب ف ٙطرٚمح انرعثٛر.
يد ر
ٔعه ّٛاٌ ٚكٌٕ ثاترا ً ٔغٛر ر
اٌ كم انرذهٛالخ ٔانذراصاخ ف ٙاٞصهٕب يٍ َادٛح خصٕصٛح انرعثٛر
ْ ٙترمذٚى يخرهف اٜراء نهُاس :كانُالذ ٔانهغٕ٘ ٔعانى انُفشٔ .تًا اٌ انهغح
ٔاٞدب يرذاخالٌ فًٍ انًضرذضٍ انرعايم تٓا دٛث ذعرثر انًصف ٙاٞفضم نهرعثٛر
عٍ أراء ٔأفكار انكراب تأصهٕتٓى ٔاخرٛارْى نهًفرداخ انر ٙذعكش
أفكارْى ٔشخصٛاذٓى .
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